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Abstract 
 
Since the leading world markets fell into a seemingly unending 

financial crisis almost nothing has been the same. Unprecedented 

hardship has engulfed most of the world and most notably the 

developing nations have had to come full faced with a situation that 

they are hardly prepared for. In fact the major economies themselves 

have demonstrated very poor leadership in this regards. They do not 

seem to have any meaningful or almost no sustainable remedy to a 

problem they created. 

 

The situation seems endless as the prices of commodities have 

fluctuated like a kite on a breezy day. This has affected all economies 

in many more ways than one can count. Nations have seen their 

currencies depreciated, the drop in demand and price of major export 

commodities or skyrocketing unemployment levels just to name a 

few. They have been forced to find innovative ways to adapt to, 

adjust or circumvent the negatives of the crisis.   

 

This paper is an attempt to show how the global financial crisis has 

affected Liberia and what are some of the major policies, methods or 

steps the government of Liberia has taken, what they have failed to 

do and what they could do to somehow reduce the burden of the 

crisis on a population that has just come from many years of war.  
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 II.                                   Overview of the Crisis 
 
 

1. Some Causes of the 
crisis 
 

2. Some Responses to it 
 

3. Where we are now 
 

 
 

The global crisis that began with the housing market collapse in the 
US sent an unprecedented ripple effect around the world causing 
havoc beyond any that has been seen recently in the world.  
 
After the housing market fell it placed much pressure on the 
investment banks and trust funds that had heavily invested in this 
sector for the ease and relative security it provided them not to 
mention the good returns they made from their investments. But 
when things turned around governments were forced to save their 
economies from total collapse.  
 
They began implementing a series of steps towards this reviving 
their economies which covered just about every major textbook 
method known today. Yet somehow the decline and recession 
continued seemingly unabated or with little successes every now and 
then but nothing major.   
 
The leading economies have been pumping billions of dollars into 
the markets with the hope of keeping it alive and stimulated. The 
effects of these massive bailouts have hardly been felt or at least not 
in these major markets. In fact it would seem that they have caused 
more unforeseen situations to evolve that are well out of the scope 
of the neo-classical theories that these systems have been built on. 
The massive government deficits, poor regulatory regime and the 
constant trial and error methods being used now have not helped 
things much. 
 
In some ways the developing nations have had it better and in others 
they have not. Many of these economies do not have these advance 
market systems and stuck to traditional securities thereby avoiding 
these flimsy securities and thus their exposure is minimal. But 
almost none escaped the commodity price increase since their 
economies are mostly dependent one commodity or another.  
 
More and more it seems that the race is to the bottom and it is just 
the matter of time or who gets there first. The level of nationalism 
and over protectionalism is a far cry from the free market or lessiez 
faire precept. At best governments are doing just about anything that 
may keep them going under even at or more precisely at the expense 
of their neighbors and by default the global economy.  

Main Points 
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The crisis has brought to light what I would refer to as classical 
failures of the neoclassic system. It has upturned some of the major 
long held and previously believed infallible methods.  It has made 
many to cal for a new financial order that is more inclusive and 
representative. Some extremists have even called for a new global 
currency to replace the current dollar dominant system.  
 
In the end no one can say for sure where we are going and what is 
next. Everyone is fixing for something or just about anything now. 
The surest thing it seems is that we are on a road that no one knows 
or has threaded before. Whilst some may be predicting doom and 
gloom others see a perfect opportunity for a change that is way 
overdue.  
 

 III.                What has been Impacts on the Liberian Economy? 
 

 
 
 

 
 
The Banking Sector 
 

1. The Economy 
 

2. The Banking Sector  
 

3. Remittances 
(Inflows/Outflows) 
 

4. The Real Sector 
 

5. Foreign Exchange 

The Economy 
 
Liberia finds herself in the midst of a crisis that threatens to erode 
any gains that might have been made over the last five or six years. 
And sadly it seems that there is almost nothing that can be done 
about the situation. The economy that had been picking up suddenly 
faced rude shocks that many well functioning and established 
economies can barely handle. This calls for innovation well beyond 
the ordinary and in a way this places more pressure on the local 
economy.  
 
Because not only does the system have to contend with the 
difficulties of an emerging failed state, it has to cope with a global 
situation that she is ill equipped to handle. The bottom line is that 
the citizenry will bear the great brunt of it. As the administration 
struggles to find temporary solutions and quick fixes the ordinary 
citizen is forced to make do the best way they can.  
 
The downside on the Liberian economy has been massive in some 
areas and mild to minimal in other areas. These effects were spread 
widely and have crossed almost all sectors and industries. Some of 
the major downsides of the crisis have been: 
 

The Reduction in Capital Inflows 
The Increase of Commodity Prices 
A Reduction of Export Revenue  

Main Points 
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The Reduction in Capital Inflows 
 
Over the years the local economy saw relatively good capital 
inflows from various sources. The sanctions were lifted, some aid 
money long promised had began to trickle in albeit slowly, mining 
for gold, diamond and other minerals recommenced and rubber and 
timber export were all picking up gradually.  
 
This has been vital to the nation’s recovery process yet inadequate 
considering the enormity of the task of rebuilding. The ordinary 
citizens have scarcely benefited directly or felt the cash trigger down 
to them. This is an area that critics of the administration have not let 
off on. They have hammered the government for failing to put cash 
in the hands of the ordinary people.   
 
Thus as the global financial crisis ensued investment opportunities 
became few and far in between as investors held on to their cash. 
The early signs of a construction boom in Liberia began to flicker 
out first. More and more FDI and ODA became scarce and at a fast 
pace too. Then came the impacts of the global credit crunch which 
saw less credit being made available to the all sectors. The general 
public felt the pinch even more.   
 
The Increase of Commodity Prices 
 
As credit and investment reduced and got increasingly harder to 
find, local residents found themselves faced with another problem, 
an across the board increase in local prices of all commodities. The 
world economies had cut back on their demand for almost all types 
of commodities which in turn affected local markets. But this was 
only part of the problem. The poor roads conditions had made it 
even more difficult for what little crops farmers had planted to reach 
the markets.  
 
This gloomy situation meant that the few crops that got to the 
markets were either spoilt or spoiling and not really good for export. 
The increased local demand drove prices up even further than 
normal. So the situation that began with global commodities price 
hike turned into a nightmare for local residents since they must deal 
with bad roads, limited supply and poor production all at once. 
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At the same time that the price of oil globally kept fluctuating on the 
high end, the population had to deal with higher transportation costs. 
The roads condition not helping here as well. As much as there has 
been many improvements made on the national road system much 
more needs to be done. The local transport industry capitalized on a 
already desperate situation to survive. They were paying higher for 
petroleum products that are imported 100% by Liberia. They simply 
passed on the increase to the consumers.   
 
The situation is even made worse by the fact that most of the roads 
leading into and out of the city of Monrovia are so narrow and 
hardly have any room for further development. The best could be to 
improve them some. The extra weight added to the existing roads, 
large volume activity these roads must endure and the problem of 
traffic are just some of the other problems associated with the 
transport and road sector for Monrovia alone.  
 
Since the roads are narrow any work done on them would bring the 
nation to a stand-still or most of it. This means that the best option 
would be to fix it up in stages. This is extremely costly, time 
consuming and really does not relieve the traffic situation much. But 
all of this comes down the line since the extra buses have not been 
introduced into the system as planned or are being introduced at an 
alarmingly slow pace that negates any positive effects they were 
intended to have.  
 
A Reduction of Export Revenue 
 

All this placed more pressure on the local economy. With little 
goods reaching the markets for sale or export the government gets 
less revenue. With less revenue any job that should have been 
created by that revenue never happens. That means that 
unemployment rate goes up and from Liberia’s recent past of having 
over 80% of unemployment this cannot be good. Also any new 
development that the government would have undertaken with the 
loss revenue goes out of the window too.  
 
This places the government in a very difficult spot. She has not 
many options available to her. So from the few she has left she goes 
in for taxation. Almost no government enjoys the prospects of taxes 
in or close to an election year. But that is what eventually may have 
to happen.  
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Since the nation’s credit rating has been rock bottom for the better 
part of three decades and she just completed the HIPC completion 
point borrowing would seem a good thing to do, but globally the 
credit crunch has just about taken care of that problem. And even if 
she could manage to borrow the terms and conditions of the new 
debt management regime that she has undertaken with the World 
Bank and IMF and the HIPC schemes places stiff limits on how 
these funds are to be used. 
 

The Banking Sector 
 
The banking sector is often described as the blood of the economy 
and as such indispensible. In the case of Liberia this sector has an 
advantage which many of our neighbors cannot boast of. It is 
virtually green and very underdeveloped. This means there is 
enough room for growth and expansion. Unlike many of or all of the 
Anglophone nations in West Africa, Liberia’s banking sector is not 
saturated yet and will take time to become oversaturated.  
 
The trick here is how to balance and create a system that is not taken 
advantage of by these experienced banks that are desperately 
looking for new areas to invest their money. They find in Liberia a 
double coincidence- a place to pump in money and get good returns 
and a system undeveloped enough for them to benefit vastly at the 
expanse of the immature financial system and poor infrastructure 
due to the war. They also know that there is a need on the part of the 
nation for investment and development.    
 
The banking sector would obviously be in the mix of any financial 
crisis. As the pressure was placed on the economy banks saw 
interest rates moving on an upward trend far faster than they were 
comfortable with. And this can be attributed to several factors: 
 

1. As the economic activities declined nationally, banks found 
themselves facing a greater risk of liquidity pressure. With 
liquidity pressure the risk of many loans being defaulted on 
is high. Even if they are not defaulted on there is still a 
high risk of them not being serviced properly (either the 
interests/principal). This pressure on local interest rates 
pushes them upwards.  
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2. Another factor that pushed rates up was the Global Credit 
Crunch, as credit was increasingly in short supply (locally 
and internationally), banks had to re-price their risk and 
this also places an upward pressure on local rates. 

3. Less credit also means over-priced lines of credit. The little 
money that is available would be chased by more people 
thus increasing demand. Rates would go up to factor in for 
repayment loss and the high cost of borrowing. 

4. At the same time there is a sizable net forex outflow. This 
reduces the money supply in the system and causes 
inflation if not properly monitored. With Liberia being a 
dual currency regime an added pressure was placed on the 
system as the USD lost its value the forex rate risk shot up. 

5. As banks are into making profits they had to find a place to 
get extra cash from to appease their shareholders. All these 
factors were not helping them in this regard. They risked 
pushing rates so high to ward off any borrower; the other 
option was to diminish their capital or their profits. None of 
which is appealing.   

6. Arguably amongst these, the singular factor that bears the 
most is the loss of confidence in the financial system. More 
and more investors and savers began to lose confidence the 
system just could not hold its own like before.   

   
 Monetary Aggregates 
 
Another area that was affected was that of money circulation. Over 
the three years since the crisis began, there has been a mixed results 
regarding the total amount of Liberian dollar in circulation. But 
2009 saw a decline of 21% of currency in banks and a drop of 
almost 4% of Liberian $ in circulation.  
 

Table 1:       Liberian Currency in Circulation 
(2007-November 2009) (In Millions L$) 

 
Period 

Currency Currency Currency 
in banks outside banks in circulation 
(1) (2) (1+2)=(3) 

Dec.07  276.9 3,317.4 3,594.4 
Dec.08  452.9 3,637.1 4,090.0 
Nov.09  357.8 3,573.1 3,930.9 
Source: Central Bank of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia 
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Remittances (inflows/outflows) 
 

Like most other developing nation, Liberians depend on the inflow 
of overseas foreign workers to supplement the low salaries or those 
that are unemployed. Relatives end up playing key roles in the 
support of family members back home. This is very well ingrained 
in the typical African culture- the extended family concept.  
 
But the crisis did not spare this area as well. Many people had to cut 
back on the amount of money or the number of times they sent back 
home to their families. The high number that lost their jobs or that 
remain in transition translated into less remittances inflow from this 
sector.  
 
This is partly due to the fact that a good number of the Liberians that 
benefited from the resettlement programs and are in the US, 
Australia or Europe are not skilled or professional. And even those 
that manage to have gotten some education find it difficult to be 
employed based on their skills.  
 
These systems tend to look down on the level of education and or 
training that they received back home. They place primacy on their 
own education. So for those that are well advanced in age they are 
forced to do menial jobs since they find the prospect of career 
change very daunting at such an age.  
 
Then there are those who were in high school or below and those 
who had little or no formal education. These are all stuck in a 
system that limits their choice of jobs. They have to put in extra hard 
work and time to advance. In an already normal system this is 
difficult more so one that is in recession. They were amongst the 
first casualties in the financial crisis.  
 
Remittances inflow to the Liberian economy fell in 2009 by a 
devastating 25.8% (USD 711.3 million) whilst the remittances 
outflows for the same period actually was far higher than the 
previous year. This means that the amount of money that entered the 
system was far lower and yet somehow far greater amounts were 
sent out economy. Such capital outflows does not help a nation 
struggling to get out of the devastation from years of war, in fact it 
should be the other way around with more entering than leaving. 
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 The table below is a summary of remittances inflow and outflows: 
 

Table 2:      Remittances: Inflows and Outflows 
      (2007-November 2009) (In Millions of US Dollars) 
   

Banks 
Private 
Firms 

 
Total 

O/w 
WR 

 
2007 

Inflows 749.6 3.2 752.8 303.2 
Outflows 707.6 3.1 710.3 139.5 
Netflows 42.0 0.1 42.5 163.7 

 
2008* 

Inflows 955.8 3.3 959.1 201.0 
Outflows 919.9 3.0 922.9 156.0 
Netflows 35.9 0.3 36.2 45.6 

 
2009 

Inflows 702.7 8.6 711.3 169.2 
Outflows 710.0 7.3 717.3 123.2 
Netflows -7.33 1.3 -6.0 46.0 

*Revised Source: Central Bank of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia 

 
 
The above table shows that during the period under review worker’s 
remittances aggregate inflow was 169.2 million USD but this took a 
hit and declined by 23.8% which translates into a loss of US31.8 
million dollars. 

 

The Real Sector 
 

An earlier projection by the GoL and its partners forecast an 
economic growth of 12.7 % but the actual growth rate in 2009 was 
4.6%, a far cry from what had been expected. In actual terms the 
Real Sector performance was very mixed with pluses and minuses in 
different commodities. Several reasons contributed to these factors: 
 

There was delay in the resumption of activities in the 
forestry and mining sectors as FDIs were drastically cut back 
or reduced. 
 
Globally, demand was very low or weak due to investors’ 
unwillingness to spend and 

 
The prices for primary export commodities were ridiculously 
low mostly due to the first two reasons.  
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All this translated in loss of revenue for the government and lower 
levels employment in those sectors. 
 
 Table 3: Key Agricultural and Forestry Production (2007 – 2009) 

 
Rubber production dropped in 2008 by 47,299 metric tons and saw a 
further decline in 2009 of 25,021.3 metric tons over the previous 
year. This is a key export commodity for the nation. The problem is 
more than just global demand; there is also the factor or replanting 
of new trees and the ageing of the ones presently being tapped.  
 
Cocoa and coffee showed strong signs of growth with increases of 
54.5% and 4.8% respectively. But the quantities produced are not 
large enough to affect the greatly economy. Sawn Timber rose 
sharply in 2008 only to fall by 20% in the following year. Some 
other major commodities also showed the same upward and 
downward trend:  
 

Commodity Unit 2007 2008 2009 
Rubber  MT 135,200.0 87,901.0 62,879.7 
Cocoa Bean  MT 2,126.0 3,285.0 5,075.0 
Coffee  MT N/A 124.0 130.0 
Sawn Timber  PCS 610,864.0 1,036,879.0 826,094.6 
Sources: Forestry Development Authority (FDA); Ministry of Commerce 
& Industry; and Liberia Produce Marketing Corporation (LPMC) 

Table 4:         Key Industrial Output (2007 – 2009) 
Commodity Unit 2007 2008 2009 
Beverages  Liter 19,911,496 17,595,586 19,979,814 

Candle  KG 473,239 289,041 323,200 

Cement  MT 157,200 94,037 70,584 

Chlorax  Liter 526,153 456,534 529,396 

Diamond  Carat 21,700 60,536 36,828 

Finished 
Water  

 

Gal 782,711,379 1,446,029.6 299,664,128 

Gold  Ounce 10,014 20,067 16,859 

Mattresses  PCS 102,802 108,596 47,278 

Paints  Liter 77,980 119,540 211,694 

Rubbing 
Alcohol  

 

Liter 297,105 118,964 231,060 

Sources: Liberia Institute for Statistics and Geo-Information Service 
(LISGIS); Lands, Mines & Energy; Forestry Development Authority 
(FDA); and Liberia Water & Sewer Corporation (LWSC) 
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Beverages, candles, chlorax, finished water and rubbing alcohol 
were amongst those industrial items that dropped in 2008 and went 
up in the following year. The results for diamond, gold and 
mattresses were somewhat the opposite as they went up in 2008 and 
declined in 2009. And the only item that showed strong growth for 
all three years was paint ending with a 77% increase in 2009. This 
was mainly due to the increase in the construction sector.  
 
Cement on the other hand showed the worst performance of all with 
a three year decline ending with a 24.9% drop. The reasons for this 
are: 

CEMENCO’s inability to satisfy the local demand. Over the 
very years the company has had difficulty in producing 
enough cement and it has had serious storage problems as 
well. Almost no development has been made on the prewar 
establishment yet she held a monopoly on cement. This 
placed much pressure on the government to fix the problem. 
It resulted in ending the monopoly. 
 
The liberalization of the industry has seen new entrants 
importing huge quantities of cement to meet the ever 
increasing local demand for the product. 

 

Foreign Exchange 
 
The Central Bank of Liberia directly affects the foreign exchange 
market of Liberia with its auctions. This segment remains one of the 
only true areas that the CBL has any control. In fact it is one of the 
only monetary tools that it can directly affect since there is no stock 
market or well structured secondary market in Liberia. 
 
As the crisis ensued and investors repatriated their profits and some 
of their investments it placed a demand pressure on the forex 
market. And as the case of greater forex outflow continued it 
automatically led to a mop-up of liquidity which tightened the 
struggling system even more. This already bad scenario then 
combined with the reduction of FDI and less remittances inflows to 
lower amount of currency in circulation. This low money supply and 
all the other conditions placed enormous pressure on the forex rate 
thus lowering it. 
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With a lower exchange rate the government foreign reserves goes 
down and her deficit increases as she finds ways to maintain some, 
if not all, of her policies. This greatly increases the exchange rate 
risk for the government and local investors or savers more so for 
those that have investments or savings denominated in foreign 
currencies.  
 
The problem is somewhat worse for Liberia because of the dual 
currency regime. The rate goes down for the Liberian dollar at the 
same time the other dominant currency (the USD) is free falling of 
its own accord. The CBL then has to fight to save the local currency 
whilst she stand by and watch almost helplessly the dismal 
performance of the counterpart currency as she can do very little 
about it.  
 
Over the three year period under review, all these factors came to 
play and plunged the economy into a downward spiral. This fall is 
one the nation is still battling with. For example the exchange rate 
for the whole period is summarized below and one sees how the 
local currency depreciated against an already falling USD. And it 
gives a peep into just how badly the economy fared: 
 
Table 5:    

Exchange Rates: Liberian Dollars per US Dollar 
(January 2007 – December 2009) 

 

Exchange Rate 2007 2008 2009 

Market Rate: End of Period  62.50 64.00 70.50 

Market Rate: Period Average  60.77 63.29 67.81 

Source: Central Bank of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia 

              
 

 IV.            What have been Country Responses and Policies 
 

 
What have been some of the 
responses regarding the 
crisis that the government 
has taken so far? 

 
The Real Sector Policies 
 
The government instituted a series of policy measures to help 
mitigate the effects and strain on the nation that the global crisis had 

Main Points 
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1. Real Sector Policies 
 
2. Monetary Policies 
 
3. Fiscal Policies 
 
4. Banking Sector Policies 
            

a.  Supervision  
b.  Regulations 

 
5. Forex Rate Policies 
 

placed. But first it must be noted that since Liberia is emerging from 
years of war the option of stimulus packages, as encouraging as it 
may seem, is hardly one that the government can afford. Whatever 
funds she sources are almost certainly for specific projects.  
 
This limitation ties the hands of the administration in more ways 
than an ordinary government would have to deal with. With no real 
chance of pumping massive cash into the economy the government 
has to take the hits with big pinches of salt and keep trying new 
methods until she can at least reduce the impacts.  
 
It does not seem like much but it is the reality on the ground and all 
the more reason the administration needs to rake in all the cash she 
can and step up her efforts at fighting corruption. The loss of 
revenue to graft and corruption has greatly dented the image of this 
administration that is perceived to have lost the fight against 
corruption. This means that public officials get away with the small 
money that can be squeezed out of the system and deny the rest of 
the public the chance at any meaningful improvement. At this 
junction one cannot overstress the need to clamp down on corrupt 
practices.  
 
It is not that corruption is good at any time but now it is even more 
devastating. The administration can’t have this perception lingering 
and hopes to source funds in such dire economic times. Investors 
want returns, good returns, on any money they give out since their 
options are reduced globally.  
 
So to be a player in the race for FDI everything counts. No one 
wants to invest their hard earned money into a system that is 
corruption prone. The sooner the situation is fixed the more 
competitive the country will be in and the better her chances for 
getting any fund out of any meaningful investor. 
 
And investment is much needed during crisis of this magnitude 
especially for a nation that imports all of its fuel or petroleum based 
products. With a system that is totally dependent on the global 
market for fuel and major grains to the extent ht she imports 60 to 
65% of her major grains and 100% of fuel, only austerity, prudence 
and innovation can help keep the bulk of population above the 
poverty line.  
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For starters we will look at the policies implemented for the real 
sector. Rice being the staple food has attracted a lot of revenue for 
the government as she exacted tariffs from importers. However one 
measure that was instituted during the period was a suspension of 
the $2.10 tariff on each bag of rice imported into the country. This 
resulted in a net revenue loss of USD 3.5 million in the 2nd and 3rd 
quarters of 2007 and roughly 8million in 2008.  
 
Some other policy measures included: 
 

The establishment of an ad hoc committee to study and find 
possible customized solutions to the rising domestic price 
increase. 
 
The elimination of all tariffs on agricultural materials and 
supplies up to the end of 2009. 
 
The introduction of a 30M concession agreement in large 
scale mechanized rice farming in hope of producing enough 
rice for the poor.  
 
The continual improvement of the nation’s road network so 
as to reduce transportation cost of goods and the cost on 
people.    

 
To tone down the pressure on the population due to fuel prices 
increase the government took two specific actions; a) they increased 
the subsidy to the Monrovia Transit Authority (MTA) by over a 
hundred percent bringing it to US$ US$580,512. This sector 
received in total for the year 2008/2009 well over a million dollars 
to procure and commission more buses.  
 
The provision of more buses on the roads by the government at 
subsidized rate would lessen the burden of high transportation prices 
on the populace. This is laudable but the reality on the ground shows 
that very little has been done despite the infusion of about 1.5 
million dollars in that sector alone. Yet two years after the bulk of 
the population remain under the burden of having to pay unusually 
high transportation costs. 
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Monetary Policy Measures  
 

At any time the measures that a government takes matters a lot more 
so in such dire financial times. So it goes without saying that the 
Liberian government needs the right mixtures of policy tools to 
improve the national financial situation. Now let’s take a look at the 
specific monetary policies instituted by the government. The key 
policies had been mainly threefold: 
 

Attempts at strengthening the banking sector to improve 
private sector access to credit. Banks have very often been 
somewhat reluctant to lend to the private sector. This 
problem has persisted in the Liberian economy. In part due 
to the off and on nature of the war years many banks feared 
default risks so when they lent the cost was very high. This 
has limited the economic growth of the nation.  
 
Thus whenever there was cessation of violence banks only 
opened to make profit until the next round of fighting 
commenced. The end of the war removed that instability yet 
banks are still used to this system. The situation is a bit more 
improved now but much more can be done about it.  
 
Also the government made attempts to develop a modern 
national payments system. Until recently all payments had 
been made in Monrovia. Those outside of the city found it 
increasingly hard to get their salaries since no banks operated 
outside of Monrovia. This was an added cost for those with 
low incomes. The improvement would relieve these people 
greatly. 

 
Attempts at reducing the inflationary pressures on the 
Liberian dollar. It goes without saying that inflation strikes at 
the root of any financial system. The CBL has made repeated 
attempts to control inflation but with not as much success as 
she would have hoped for. As prices rose so did inflation 
resulting in the reduction of the purchasing power of the 
local currency. This as always, affects middle to low 
incomers and those on fixed salaries or pensioners the most.  
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Table 6: 
Harmonized Consumer Price Index (HCPI) 
& Core Inflation (in Percent) Jan-Dec 2009 

Inflation 
HCPI 

(General) Core Inflation 
Jan 6.4 5.1 
Feb 7.0 5.9 
Mar 6.9 5.7 
Apr 7.8 6.1 
May 7.7 17.5 
Jun 7.6 19.4 
Jul 7.3 19.1 
Aug 4.9 19.7 
Sep 8.0 18.2 
Oct 8.2 18.2 
Nov 7.8 15.3 
Dec 9.7 17.5 
Source: Central Bank of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia 

 
Measures at stabilizing the exchange rate have not been all 
too successful as was shown earlier, yet the government 
keeps on trying to get it under control in hopes of 
maintaining overall price stability and consumer inflation. 
 

Fiscal Policy 
 
The government’s Fiscal Policy plays a major role in any 
development that it sets out to undertake. For the period under 
review this policy basically remained the same and centered around 
the following key objectives: 
 

Maintaining a balanced cash-based budget and eschewing 
domestic or external borrowing given the magnitude of our 
debt overhang. That is she spends only what she received in 
revenues. Since this administration took over it has tried to 
get the approval of the international administration and has 
made several steps in that regard. A balanced budget has 
been one of those in hopes of getting good credit ratings and 
to be able to borrow again. However it must be noted that 
this does not account for grants or ODAs. 
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Continuing efforts to broaden the tax base through tax policy 
reforms and modernization of domestic tax administration 
and customs. This area has plagued every administration, the 
tax laws and regulations are decades old and inadequate for 
modern times. This means that there exist many loop holes to 
wiggle out of. Then there is the problem of massive tax 
breaks that every interim administration including this 
present administration has insisted on giving almost every 
investor. The popular defense being that these breaks would 
attract more investments.  
 
But the reality is that these breaks only benefit these 
investors and those established firms that already in those 
sectors that get the breaks. New entrants are greatly 
disadvantaged since the bar for them to enter is raised far 
higher and since many medium to small businesses do not 
have adequate access to capital more so large capital they do 
not tend to benefit from these countless tax breaks the 
government is giving. In the end it is more a case of these 
incentives birthing a powerful oligarchy that strangles their 
rest of the industry and all the while enriching themselves.  
 
The other dimension of the fiscal policy is that, a good 
number of Liberians are out of the tax bracket. They either 
are unemployed, self-employed and are not getting enough to 
stay afloat. Then the culture of not paying tax is quite heavy 
in Liberia. Partly due to the off and on nature of the war 
many are not used to paying taxes and also because this 
concept has never really been enforced by any previous 
administration seriously. The amount of people outside the 
tax bracket is hard to count and this excludes the unemployed.  
 
Al attempts to widen the tax bracket have ended up failing 
miserably for several reason massive corruption and a highly 
untrained IRS. The personnel have been found to accept 
bribes in exchange for tax write offs from businesses. During 
the tax mapping exercise those firms with money to spare 
can avoid paying large chunks of their taxes and some get 
away with not paying almost all of their taxes if they spend 
the right amount in the right circles. This problem is not 
unique to this administration.  
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In all fairness she inherited a messed up system and has been 
trying to fix it some but at a pace and level not too 
comforting for many. Some elements have used the shake up 
to target certain businesses and individuals that were 
believed to be allies of the previous administrations and this 
has dented the objectivity of the process to some extent. But 
several laws have been passed to address some of these loop 
holes and stop the loss of revenue to the government. 

 
 Improving the efficiency and quality of public services 
through fundamental reforms of the public financial 
management system. The government repeatedly loses 
enormous sums due to the poor public fiscal management 
regime that has existed in Liberia almost forever. The failure 
to stop these gaps has been mostly due to the success of the 
guerrilla bureaucracy and lack of political will. This means 
that less people get free money and this incentive alone has 
surpassed national interest almost always.  
 
Leaders have failed to reign in and prosecute allies for 
mismanaging public funds and this culture has endured. In a 
crisis of this nature no one wants to fix it and ironically this 
is the time the administration needs to fix this problem once 
and for all, even if she has to step on some toes. As more 
Liberians fight to survive a few get a free ride with the 
public funds.    

 
As the government looks for ways to get money in such difficult 
times she needs to exhibit enough political will and employ really 
good fiscal policies. Instead of giving too many tax holidays that 
have been shown to have little or no positive effect on the economy 
but only to reward a few she should find ways to exact taxes from 
these companies.  
 
The more breaks she gives the more she is pressed for other areas to 
get revenue from and in the end the citizens get to foot the bill. It is 
good to broaden the tax base but because she has no other means to 
get revenue, or because she has forfeited millions to the many tax 
holidays the very administration is so quick to give.  
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Each break means higher taxes for the ordinary citizen most of 
which are unemployed. The means to providing more secure and 
better jobs is not tax breaks. If that was a perfect solution the 
developed nations would have had billions to show for it. Instead 
they know and other developing nations know that these holidays 
kill the local businesses and only profit the rich. 
 

The Banking Sector Policy 
 

In the banking sector the government instituted several measures, 
through the CBL which centered on tightening control of the sector. 
Many of these controls were not as stringent as in other countries. 
This is in part due to the shallowness of the sector and its 
underdevelopment. 
 
Supervisory and Regulatory Measures  
The main areas of focus were: 

a) Exchange Rates       b ) Interest Rates 
c) Money Supply 

 
As was earlier shown all these rates dipped as the global crisis 
ensued. And the CBL upped her regulatory and supervisory role on 
all banks. This exercise has been going on since the present 
administration took over. She has set targets for the sector to meet 
and follow in order to improve itself. However there is still much 
lacking when it comes to banking supervision in Liberia. The CBL 
has the regulatory mandate but lacks the implementation skills and 
techniques partly because of inexperience, the limited customized 
knowledge gained about the local settings and the top management’s 
failure to reign in the few old banks in the system.  
 
This situation is sad because almost all of the members of the board 
of governors have long standing links with the few banks that 
managed to survive the system. And those that do not have are not 
placed highly enough to effect any meaningful change. This has 
created the situation where harsh punishment has really not been 
handed out to any bank if it defaults in any way or reform is far too 
slow. The overwhelming perception has been that the system needs 
the banks and should give them time to adjust. Any attempt to effect 
radical reform may upset the system and lead to inflation and high 
prices in the least.  
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This kept the minimum savings/current account balance for all 
deposits very high (by Liberian standard) for a long time so banks 
could ‘cover’ the risk. And this meant that the full services of banks 
were reserved mostly for the rich and wealthy. All this cash the 
banks were allowed to use freely. On top of this the minimum 
capital requirement for banks was ridiculously low (US$2 M). The 
banks just made more money at the expense of depositors. However 
some credit should be given to the present management for 
increasing it. Although it did so over a few years period to allow 
banks to adjust. In all this depositors were not given any breaks 
whilst the banks got to adjust.  
 
The snail’s pace of reform at the apex bank of the nation triggers 
down to the whole sector and affects how the overall performance 
will go. For example for almost six years now there have been 
promises to start a stock market yet it has remained only that, 
promises. Each year the board of governors returns only to reiterate 
its old promises of improvement in the sector. Now with very few 
options available to the small to medium businesses how do they 
expect the economy to pick up steam?  
 
It seems the somewhat early encouraging signs of economic growth 
which was mainly due to the removal of the UN sanctions and the 
initial investment into construction have fooled them. It is quite 
practical for people to spend on rebuilding their destroyed homes 
after wars. But this is a necessary step that only kick starts things 
and will rise and fall based on so many factors.  
 
The CBL’s failure to make overall meaningful strides instead of the 
baby steps helped to deepen the effects of the crisis on the ordinary 
citizen. As the global markets were falling the bank’s only major 
monetary tools- foreign exchange and money supply- went down 
with it. She found herself practically helpless in reviving the 
economy due to the limited amounts of tools existing in the Liberian 
financial system. (Currently, the reserve requirement ratio (RRR) 
and the foreign exchange sale auction are the only instruments the 
CBL uses to control domestic monetary conditions. 
 
In the end the crisis hit harder and the CBL’s efforts at regulation 
were attempts no better than a blind paddling a canoe at high tides. 
They could only hope that things would improve globally and ease 
the pressure locally. This is not much for policy making more so 
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adequate policy making. It is high times that the CBL enforce and 
increase the financial options and instruments available to the 
public. With such multiplicity there is much room for growth. More 
options mean more chances or innovation. The CBL has made good 
strides in some areas but is lacking, badly so, in so many other 
important areas. And they stand the risk of failure in these improved 
areas if they do not get a grip on the loose ends within the system. 
 

Foreign Exchange Policy 
 
This area has been subjected to continual fluctuation and the local 
currency has depreciated against its counterpart since the war. There 
was a time that the Liberian dollar was at par with the US dollar on a 
one to one rate but that seems like ages ago. The reality is that not 
much the CBL can do other than regulate money supply and hope to 
influence the exchange rate.  
 
The bank has tried recently to improve the national reserves or 
assets and with much success one must say. This particular feat 
could come in handy if the crisis persists. The government could use 
this reserve in many ways but this is only just begun and the amount 
is negligible considering the task at hand.  
 
Another problem with the forex rate is that when the local currency 
depreciates against other major currencies it places a surtax of the 
populace by default. According to the CBL, the Liberian dollar lost 
between 7 to 9 percent of its value during the heat of the crisis. This 
lost can be translated into a tax on the populace. Consumers are 
going to have to pay anywhere from 7% to 9% more on general 
goods. And for some goods this added tax could be far higher. 
 
Let’s look at a practical application of this tax. For example bread 
prices rises due to the default tax. This happens because the prices of 
sugar and flour, none of which grown commercially in Liberia, have 
gone up. The bakeries are left with the option of reducing the size of 
the bread they make, in which case consumers are made to pay for 
smaller quantities or to increase the price for bread in this case 
consumers pay more for less value. In any case the tax has 
negatively affected the ordinary consumer. This scenario is 
applicable to just about any commodity because of the foreign 
exchange artificial tax. 
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A firm grip on the foreign exchange rate can put Liberia in a better 
bargaining position especially in times like these. The regime that 
exists now is far from perfect and this can only add up to the 
difficulties faced by firms and other private institutions which are 
much needed in the creation of jobs. 
 

 V.                               What Are The Results So Far? 
Purpose                          
 
                        

 
What are the outcomes of 
some the policies 
implemented by the 
administration? 
 
Have they generally eased 
the problem or have they 
not done much in this 
regard?  
 
Who are some of the net 
gainers and losers under 
these policies? 
 
Other effect/results so far 
 
 
   
 

 
Amazingly no bank has failed in Liberia and her regional neighbors. 
This is also true for many developing nations. The lack of over-
complex securities in these financial systems, have a lot to do with 
this incredible feat. An added plus exists in the Liberian case as the 
banks and the CBL had earlier reached terms on a gradual increment 
the CAR and other areas for all banks in the sector. The limited 
nature of the financial system in the country was a big help in this 
case but the same sadly cannot be said for the commodities market.  
 
Since most of the nations in the region are somewhat heavily 
dependent on one commodity or another any global dip in those 
commodities will have a corresponding effect on these nations. This 
has perhaps been the most noticeable effect of the global crisis on 
the region.  
 
Locally also the banks have been exposed to a higher risk of 
nonperforming loans and total assets have been negatively affected 
due to the drop in the value of the dual currencies in Liberia. The 
results for loans to the various sectors and the different rates have 
been very mixed and inconclusive. For example from 2006 – 2008 
these were the applicable local interest rates: 
 
Table 7:  Interest Rates (2006 – November 2008) 

RATES 2006 2007* Nov-2008 

Avg Lending Rate 15.20 14.30 14.20 
Avg Personal Loan Rate 13.00 14.90 14.42 
Avg Mortgage Rate 12.00 12.00 14.00 

Avg Time Deposit Rate 4.90 4.30 3.70 

Avg Savings Rate 3.00 2.10 2.12 
Avg Rate on CDs 0.00 3.00 3.00 
* Revised Source: Central Bank of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia 

Main Points 
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One can discern a pattern and make certain conclusive statements 
from the data above. The lending rate was high in 2006 due to the 
fact that the war had just ended and things were just getting on 
course. But in 2007 it leveled of some and even further in 2008. This 
means that the average borrower had to pay over 14% on each dollar 
borrowed whilst for personal loans the rate was even higher a notch.  
 
This is relatively high for a nation that has such astronomical levels 
of unemployment and such high poverty. It is such rates that banks 
were allowed to charge whilst at the same time getting breaks to get 
adjusted to the aftermaths of war and a set of new policies.  
 
Time depositors seem to have lost the most over this period as they 
got less value for their deposits. They would leave their money with 
the banks for these long periods and the banks would make profits 
on it all the while and yet they would hand out much less in returns 
to the very depositors’ whose deposits made it possible for them to 
get such profits.  
 
Similar situation befell the regular depositors for their savings 
accounts. They would have to settle for less in exchange for their 
deposits which is the basic creator of the very credit system the 
banks depend on for profit. 
 
One other reason why the crisis hit Liberia hard was due to the 
highly dependent nature of the Liberian economy on imports. For 
example during the latter part of the crisis the import payments was 
increased by almost 80% from USD 107M to US$185.0 million. 
And this had the added effect of widening the trade deficit from 
US$52.5 million to US$129.6 million.  
 
This coupled with the fact that aggregate credit to the private sector, 
although on the rise, has been negligible to important sectors as 
agriculture and manufacturing which accounted for only 3.4 percent 
and 1.7 percent, respectively, at end-December 2009.  
 
As long as investment is slow in these areas there can hardly be any 
other results for not only would jobs not be created the nation would 
continue to be heavily reliant on import. A change in the situation 
can lead to a nation that is reliant less on imports and more exports.  
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Other Effect/Results so Far 
 

Liberia is short of policy options to adequately respond to the crisis 
however the government policy actions also had the following 
effects which could generally be considered positive: 
 

• An economic stimulus package is totally out of the question 
seeing that the nation is struggling with its first post war 
government. There is hardly the revenue or the foreign 
reserves to consider this policy. 
   

• The government’s decision to reduce and slow down on 
taxes on some major goods is positive in relieving the stress 
on the poor but it has negative tax implications too. 

 
• The balance budget policy is prudent and positive both 

macro and micro economically. This makes Liberia more 
attractive and competitive amongst her neighbors and many 
other developing nations. 

 

On the other hand either by direct or indirect policy combined by the 
other effects brought on by the crisis itself Liberia was further 
affected in these ways:  
 

• A much slower pace of economic growth  

• Lower levels of oversea workers’ remittances 

• Lower volume of exports 

• Higher volume of imports 

• Weaker FDI outlook for the nation 

• Weaker external trade balances  

• Higher levels of unemployment 

• Low revenue, thus smaller budget 

• Less chances of private sector growth 

• Less chances to carry out the PRS 

• More dependence on foreign aid 
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Purpose                                                 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Liberia, like most nations, has not been spared the downside of 
the global financial crisis but she has had it better than some in 
so many ways. And in those ways that she got hit hard the 
government has hardly done enough to mitigate the stress. This 
is in part due to her inability and some of the constraints that 
are placed on a nation emerging from years of civil unrest but 
many other factors are of the present administration’s own 
doing. She has failed to place some necessary safeguards up to 
protect the economy and has lacked the political will and 
commitment to carry on some of the necessary policy changes 
that need to be implemented.  
 
In effect she stands the risk of undermining the forward strides 
being made by some of the key financial institutions and 
agencies. It is more like shooting oneself in one’s foot and 
trying to blame the one that made and or loaded the gun. Policy 
wise, in general, this administration has made some good and 
impressive steps but implementation-wise the same can hardly 
be said and sadly so. What good is it to put in place decent 
policies theoretically and do little when it comes to 
implementing these policies? Or what good are these policies 
on paper when the proper environment is not created to 
advance and improve these changes? 
 
In the end more people tend to suffer hardships some of which 
are very avoidable. The fact of being from years of war should 
not be viewed or used only as a disadvantage. This is very 
challenging but not impossible to overcome. It takes a firm 
commitment and renewed vigor on the part of the 
administration and everyone else. If the proper incentives and 
adequate policies are set in place a great deal of political will is 
needed to carry out them.  
 
If as the case is the very administration is seen to condone 
massive corruption and is perceived to reward those involved 
in such practices then it defeats the very change it is fighting to 
effect. This should cut across all sectors. Every effort should be 
made to guarantee that less people are affected by the financial 
crisis and any other preventable one. The government should 

Main Points 
VI.                                                     Conclusion 
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be proactive and seen to be doing all it can to better the life of 
its citizens and residents. It cannot wait for the damage to occur 
before it starts to look for remedies. This post-active attitude 
has to be stopped immediately.  

 
Recommendations 
 
There are certain steps that could be implemented and others 
that should have been during the time of the financial crisis. 
However it is not late for some of these to be put in place.  
 
For example: There needs to be a collective action and open 
dialogue involving all the major stakeholders in the financial 
sector, the government, civil society groups, the regulators and 
the public etc regarding how Liberia can best recover from the 
global financial crisis.   
 
The CBL should be given more autonomy and independence in 
performing her functions. For too long the CBL has been a not 
too adequate regulator. This tradition goes back to the days of 
the National Bank of Liberia. In many ways many of these 
practices continue. Although the core functions and duties of 
the CBL have been increased and somewhat changed the old 
mentality still exists. As the apex bank the government’s 
accounts businesses are just one aspect of the CBL 
responsibilities and more focus and attention should be placed 
on its other important functions. 
 
The Bank should improve its regulatory and supervisory 
functions and be proactive. It could do this by adopting or 
performing the following tasks: 
 
Be watchful and alert for early warning signs for banks that 
may be in distress.  
 
Be vigorous and thorough in its examination of all banks and 
not thinking some to be too safe or too well positioned to fail. 
All banks must undergo meticulous examinations. 
 
Improve its contingency planning framework specifically for 
distressed banks  
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If any bank is faced with solvency problem the Bank should 
not hesitate to change the management or intervene and take 
over or recapitalize the bank, or have it merged with or 
acquired by another bank that is stronger and can absolve the 
shock. 
 
It should also require all banks to adjust, if applicable, their 
strategic plans and whatever contingency plans they have to 
accommodate for the present times and ensure that they are 
adequately covered. 
 
The CAR for banks has been far too low (10%) for a long time. 
It is amongst the lowest in the region and very uncompetitive. 
There is a high risk of bank failure in uncertain times as these 
and there might not be much that the CBL can do to protect the 
depositors from this risk. For a nation that needs massive influx 
of capital, the CBL needs to up the amount to protect the 
depositors from any loss.  
 
Considering the past poor performance and history of banks in 
the country every effort need to be made in protecting 
depositors from similar experiences. As it is in the event of 
failure of few banks the CBL might not be able to meet up with 
the demand and this could cripple and already weak financial 
system.  
 
It should deploy resident examiners to all banks. This is easy 
considering the small number of banks and even smaller 
number of branches in the country and the limited areas they 
operate within. Since they are not widely dispersed all over the 
country the examiners could even rotate if there are not enough 
for each of the eight banks. In the event that the examiners are 
sufficient a stand-by team should be on hand ready to intervene 
at any distressed bank. 
 
There should also be made readily available advice to any bank 
that needs it on risk management and other relevant areas. The 
institutional framework must be strengthened and active to 
ensure all banks are covered and there are no unnecessary 
delays in its reportorial duties. 
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Banks should be discouraged from paying out unduly high 
salaries and bonuses if they are not financially sound. Every 
effort should be made that costs are minimized and enough 
cash is stored up before large bonuses are paid out. 
 
Examiners should be encouraged to as speedily as possible but 
professionally too and the CBL should send their observations 
and comments to the banks timely enough for them to act 
swiftly if needs be.  
 
The CBL should be proactive in its measures to increase and 
preserve the nation’s foreign reserves. Although there are many 
challenges in this regard and the Bank has made some 
meaningful strides in this area there is much more that needs to 
be done.  
 
Banks must be encouraged to be more transparent in its 
dealings with the public, specifically regarding disclosures.  
 
Banks must also be encouraged to maintain a high level of 
ethical and moral standard in an effort to ensure the public that 
things are not out of hand and build up confidence in the 
system. 
 
The CBL must continually build the public confidence in the 
entire sector and the whole system by being proactive and on 
top of its role. It should not allow any bank to fail as much as is 
possible. And even if such should happen then depositors 
should be guaranteed that they will get their deposits back and 
only the owners will suffer the loss. 
 
The CBL should be encouraged to enforce its decision to 
implement the Risk-Based Supervisory Framework.  
 
The Liberian economy may not be performing as it used to be 
but these steps can go a long way to ease the pressure on the 
ordinary citizen and make life so much better. As long as the 
political will is there and the Bank is allowed to function freely 
then there is a better chance of remedying some of the effects 
of the crisis on Liberia.  
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